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Addition and subtraction using
measurement

Engaging and exploring
You could ask children to look at each picture and the
question that goes with each and discuss them with a
partner. Focus on each picture in turn.
For the picture of the rain gauge, you could:

Mathematical focus
 Number: number and place value, addition and subtraction, fractions
 Measurement: capacity, mass, time
 Statistics: solve problems, interpret data
Prior learning

Discuss what children notice about the container and the
level of the water. Encourage them to use the language of
capacity and fractions, e.g. the container is more than half
full; the water level is 33 of the way up the scale.
Suggest that the container holds one litre of water. Children
should draw on knowledge of litre and millilitre conversion
and recognise that the scale can be labelled as 0.1l, 0.2 l,
0.3 l, etc. or as 100 ml, 200 ml, 300 ml, etc., so the value
shown is 750 ml or 0.75 litres.
Revisit the place-value grid to support converting litres to
millilitres and vice versa.

Children should already be able to:
• add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly
large numbers
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Encourage children in pairs to make up their ownPscale for
the container starting from zero and write the valueLof
EtheU
water level. You might like to use a rain gauge to collect rain
N
water and revisit these activities in a hands-on, real-life way. I
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For the picture of the weighing scales you could:
Discuss the use of kilograms on the scale here rather than
grams. Children should use their experience from previous
activities to identify the scale using the information given.
Establish the mass of the parcel and consider the ways that
this can be written, i.e. 2.5 kg or 2 12 kg. Ask them to decide
whether 2.50 kg and 2.500 kg are also equivalent.
Focus just on the 0.2 kg parcel and challenge children to
reason about and describe the new position of the arrow
when the parcel is also put on the weighing scales.
Discuss what is different about the 300 g parcel. What is
different about the mass of this parcel? Look at converting
between kilograms and grams, revisiting the language
as before.
Suggest that you would have found the total mass of the
two smaller parcels first. Children should then explain
why you may have done this. Other number bonds can
be explore here that total 1 kg. You might like to use real
weighing scales to support these tasks.

• add and subtract whole numbers with four digits,
including using formal written methods (columnar
addition and subtraction)
• use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy

For the bar chart you could:

• solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in
contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use
and why.

Discuss what children notice about the bar chart, e.g. bars
are horizontal, the scale is in kilograms but with intervals of
0.25 kg.
Suggest they give you ‘silly’ answers when asked the mass of
the tray of soil and explain their reasoning each time.

Key new learning

Challenge children to describe each of the masses using
fractional language, e.g. two whole kilograms, 1 18 kg, etc.

• Add and subtract whole numbers with more than four
digits, including using formal written methods (columnar
addition and subtraction).

Ask children to compare the masses and describe them, e.g.
the tray of sand is 0.25 kg heavier than the rock.

• Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly
large numbers.

Make up questions for children to answer, including finding
difference using the bar model.

• Use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy.

For the picture of the pies you could:

• Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in
contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use
and why.

Ask children to discuss the statement and decide whether
they agree. They should use representations to prove their
thinking and should refer to equivalent fractions.

• Solve problems involving number up to three decimal places.

Discuss what the mistake is and perhaps describe a third
pie that has three pieces missing but still an equivalent
fraction of pie remains, i.e. ninths with three pieces eaten
and six remaining. Can they make a generalisation about the
possible number of slices?

• Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and
convert from one form to the other and write mathematical
statements >1 as a mixed number.
• Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and
denominators that are multiples of the same number.

Making connections
• Addition and subtraction problems involving measure
provide an opportunity to revisit converting units of
metric measure so that, e.g. children give the answer to
1.75 km + 200 m as 1750 m + 200 m or 1.75 km + 0.2 km,
not 201.75 km or m.
• Connect solving comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in a line graph,
with work in science.
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Talk about
It is important to use precise mathematical
vocabulary from the beginning and make
connections to language that supports
understanding, e.g. equivalence or the equals
sign should be seen as ‘has the same value but
may look different’. Also, explore the language
of measurement to reinforce units and their
relationship to each other, e.g. ‘milli’ means
1
thousandth so a millilitre is 1000
of a litre .

Things to think about
• How will you raise the profile of mental calculation?
• How will you organise groupings for discussions and
activities?
• Which manipulatives will help to develop conceptual
understanding for addition and subtraction?
• What opportunities will you provide to children to carry
out practical tasks that develop their fluency when
working with measure and statistics?
• How will you provide opportunities to develop problem
solving strategies outlined in the introduction, which will
be appropriate for your Year 5 children?

Challenge children to calculate how much of the two pies
children have left in total. Is there more than one whole pie
left? Look at the calculation, focusing on the fact that the
denominators are not the same.

Checking understanding
You will know children have mastered these concepts when
they can solve addition and subtraction problems (including
with fractions) in different contexts, appropriately choosing
and using number facts using their understanding of place
value and mental and written methods. They can explain
their decision making and justify their solutions.

Teacher’s Guide 5
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Applying addition and
11a subtraction
• Add and subtract numbers mentally with
increasingly large numbers.
• Add and subtract whole numbers with more than
four digits, including using formal written methods
(columnar addition and subtraction).
• Solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which operations
and methods to use and why.
• Convert between different units of metric measure.
• Use addition and subtraction to solve problems
involving measurement using decimal notation.
• Solve problems involving units of time.

Homework 61 and 62

Practice Book
pp 96–9

Let’s practise: Digging deeper
Step 1

These calculations require children to add or subtract whole
numbers using a method of their choice. They are encouraged
to consider mental methods first and make estimates. The
calculations include a mix of 4- and 5-digit numbers.
Place Value & Abacus

Representations and resources
Base 10 apparatus, place-value grids and digit cards.

Step 2
Children should apply the same thinking to work on the next
calculations involving decimal numbers. Encourage them
to discuss the most efficient calculation strategies for each
question. Some children may wish to use Base 10 apparatus
to help them ensure accuracy of place value.
Children are presented with a set of different masses shown
either in grams or kilograms and are required to draw on

Step 4
Using the masses shown in the grid, children must use
the information about Opal’s estimate to identify the
addition calculation she has written. The masses are shown
in kilograms or grams to encourage conversions before
estimating and calculating.
This task provides opportunities to practise written methods.

Ensuring progress
Supporting understanding
All children should look for a mental method first before
adopting a written method. You might need to work with
some children in a focus group to provide additional
practice of partitioning, multiplying and dividing by
powers of ten, counting on and back in steps of a constant
size. This will ensure that they develop fluency and will
provide them with the tools necessary to work mentally.

Place value, add, subtract, total, sum, difference,
partitioning, counting on, sequencing hours, minutes,
gram, kilogram, millilitre, litre, convert

Challenge children to
complete the diagram in as
many ways as they can to
show part-part-whole. This
will reinforce multiplication
facts, place value and the
inverse relationship between
multiplication and division.

T

each time before calculation. Mental and written methods
should be selected appropriately.

Step 3

Mathematical vocabulary

Warming up

SAYear 5 Unit 11
MP
knowledge and skills of conversion to support calculations.
L that
Place-value grids and digit cards can be used to ensureE
U
pairs of masses are written to the same unit of measurement N
I

The place-value grid and Base 10 apparatus are invaluable
in this unit to support conversion.

Broadening understanding

× 1000

Puzzles and two-step or multi-step word problems involving
addition and subtraction should be used to encourage children
to make decisions about which methods to use. Inappropriate
use of written methods should be challenged so that mental
strategies continue to have a high profile.
Problems should require children to persevere and break
down questions into simpler steps. Try to ensure that there
are a range of problems that have more than one answer
and require a generalisation.

÷ 1000

Background knowledge
Continue to practise mental and written calculation
strategies to increase fluency. Throughout, children
must make decisions. Be sure to challenge inappropriate
methods.

9

This concept provides an opportunity to apply methods
of addition and subtraction to measurement. An
understanding of place value and the effect of multiplying
and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 is important to support
converting between units of metric measurement.

Addition and subtraction
• Discuss the comments made by Amy and Theo focusing
on the mistake that has been made and why this has
happened. Consider using estimates.
• Look at the number line method used and discuss why this
has been suggested as a better method. Children should
suggest other calculations where a mental method is more
appropriate, linking back to previous units.
• Discuss the methods used for 12 675 – 5248, reasoning
about any choices that are made. Model the calculation,
focusing on decomposition when subtracting 8 from 5, etc.
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Children can make and explain their choices when
selecting a mental or written method of addition
and subtraction.

Answers
Step 1

Follow-up ideas
Let’s learn: Modelling and teaching

Concept mastered

Adding and subtracting decimals
• Use Base 10 apparatus to represent the calculation as
shown in the Textbook and discuss how this helps us to
avoid place value errors. Refer back to Theo’s mistake.
• Children could physically use the apparatus to help secure
conceptual understanding.
• Suggest that children make up other calculations,
.
+
using the apparatus and
.
e.g.
practising mental methods, e.g. 1.46 + 0.2
• Ask why we must write decimals to the same number
of decimal places when using a formal written method.
Consider other errors that may occur with calculations, such
as 10.5 + 1.23 as both have the same number of digits.

Step 3
Children’s own pairings for sums
and differences, e.g. 3.9 kg +
1500 g showing a conversion
to either grams or kilograms
as 3900 g + 1500 g. Largest
difference is 8.05 kg.

a

14 975

• Set problems that involve adding or finding the difference
using a variety of mathematical language, e.g.

b

5873

c

10 748

f How much heavier is a box weighing 4.785 kg than a
box weighing 3752 g?

d

5885

e

11 100

f Explore the timetables to prove whether the following
statement is always true, sometimes true or never true.
A coach journey from Bristol to Birmingham is more
than 30 minutes longer than the same journey by train.

f

6260.55

a

5.125 l and 6.856 l

28 522

b

Any sensible written
methodfor 5.125 litres +
6.856 litres with an answer
of 11.981 litres, e.g. a
column method of addition

c

Open ended

Bristol
Birmingham
Bristol
Birmingham

13:00
14:24

By train
13:30
14:56

13:15
15:35

By coach
13:30
15:25

14:00
15:23
16:00
18:05

14:30
15:56
20:00
22:15

g

Step 4

Step 2
a

2.22

b

10 (10.00)

c

0.048

d

5.04

e

5.395
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11b Adding and subtracting fractions
• Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions
and convert from one form to the other and write
mathematical statements >1 as a mixed number.
• Add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator and denominators that are
multiples of the same number.
• Start to solve comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in a line graph.
• Start to solve problems involving units of time.

Let’s practise: Digging deeper
Step 1
These sets of addition and subtraction calculations
predominantly require children to calculate within one whole
as calculations involving different denominators is new for
Year 5. This allows children to focus on equivalents.

Homework 63 and 64

Practice Book
pp 100–3

Fraction Wall

Common
multiples

Representations and resources
Fraction bars, number lines, shapes, contextual images (e.g.
pizzas, a clock face).

Fraction bars should continue to be used to secure conceptual
understanding and confirm equivalence between two
fractions. Some children may prefer to sketch their own visual
representation of the bar model to confirm their calculations.
Children should be encouraged to simplify any familiar
fractions and to reflect on the representations and strategies
that they are using.

Step 2
All calculations in this section involve mixed numbers and also
require children to use equivalent fractions. They should use

Mathematical vocabulary
Fraction, numerator, denominator, vinculum, equivalent,
improper fractions, mixed numbers, add, subtract, total,
sum, difference, counting on, sequencing, estimate

SAYear 5 Unit 11
MP Again,
the sequencing method to add or subtract amounts.
fraction bar representations would support here. LE
U
Encourage children to use the language of fractions and N
I
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convince others that two fractions are equivalent.

Step 3
These word problems require children to use what they
know about adding fractions to find out the duration of bus
and train journeys. They should use equivalent fractions or
simply refer back to the calculation 34 + 12 at the beginning of
this spread to fluently add.
Encourage the use of fraction bars and a clock face to represent
the problem so that they can clearly see the connections.
Children should explain what each whole represents, i.e. a
whole hour, and therefore, what 34 and 12 represent.

Step 4
Children can complete this puzzle on their own, with a
partner or in a group. This would make a useful group
activity as children work together to find a starting point
and convince each other about the value of the missing
numbers using calculations to help them.
They should make estimates and also consider ways to
check that a value is possible drawing on knowledge of the
inverse or related facts.

Warming up
You could begin by counting on and back in steps of 25 from
zero and from any multiple of 25. Agree facts, such as there are
four lots of 25 in 100 so there are eight lots of 25 in 200, etc.
Link this count and the use of place value to counting in steps
of 0.25, again establishing similar facts using what they already
know. Children should recognise this count as steps of a quarter.

Ensuring progress
Supporting understanding
Children may need more practice adding and subtracting
fractions with the same denominator before moving on to
examples where denominators are different. They should use
representations to support work on fractions. It may be useful
to use a context to help develop understanding.

You could also present line graphs or bar charts (as in
the unit opener) with intervals of 25 and 0.25 to make
connections with these counts.

Broadening understanding

Background knowledge

The concept of using improper fractions to aid calculation
can be further explored, particularly to support subtraction
where boundaries need to be crossed. Children should
explain how each improper fraction relates to the original
fraction and begin to look at ways of using multiplication
to fluently convert between mixed numbers and improper
fractions, e.g:

Children should have plenty of experience of counting on
and back in fraction steps. Ensure that, when counting, they
use knowledge of equivalents where appropriate. Counting
helps to reinforce fractions as numbers and also introduces
the idea of adding on and subtracting.
Varying representations, such as fraction bars, will help
children make connections, particularly when working with
improper fractions and mixed numbers.

Let’s learn: Modelling and teaching
Adding fractions
• Focus on Amy and discuss the error she has made. Discuss
Theo’s thinking and decide whether children agree.
Encourage them to make a sensible estimate, e.g. 34 is more
than 12 so the answer must be more than 1.
• Consider different ways of representing and . Discuss
which images are more useful for counting and perhaps
link this to the number line.
3
4

1
2

• Focus on fraction bars and number lines to represent the
fractions to be added. Discuss what is the same and what is
different about the bars, i.e. two equal parts and four equal
parts can both show a half but look different.
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3 34 = ( 44 × 3) + 34
= 124 + 34
= 154

• Look at how improper fractions can also be used to
support crossing boundaries:
3 14 – 1 38 = 3 28 – 1 38 = 268 – 118 = 158 or 1 78

Subtracting fractions
• Discuss how equivalent fractions can also help in the
calculation 78 – 14 . Children could use fraction bars or
sketches to establish that 14 is equivalent to 28 .
• Model the written method of 78 – 14 = 78 – 28 and ask children to
follow the calculation using fraction bars or number lines.
• Practise other subtractions that also require children to use
equivalent fractions, e.g. 56 – 13 or 109 – 12 or 109 – 35
• Use fraction bars and the number line to model the
subtraction of mixed numbers, linking this to the written
method. Focus on the use of sequencing, e.g. 2 34 − 1 – 24 = 1 14

Follow-up ideas
• Children could make up a set of ‘Follow me’ cards that focus
on equivalent fractions or calculation. They could, of course,
focus on both:
1 12 – 34

6
8

1 58 + 34

A fraction that is
1
equivalent to 2 is...

This equivalent
would help with the
calculation...

A fraction that is
2
equivalent to 3 is...

• Use further examples of statistical representations that
require children to add and subtract. Children could also
re-label an axis with intervals of 100 ml as tenths of a
litre, recognising that 102 litre is equal to 15 litre. This also
means that 300 ml can be described as 103 litre or even as
1
1
2
1
5 litre + 10 litre or 5 litre – 10 litre. How many different ways
can they show 700 ml?

where 44 represents each whole

Concept mastered

9

Children can fluently use equivalent fractions so that all
parts of a calculation share the same denominator.

Answers
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

a

3 1
6 (2)

a

1 36 (1 12 )

a

5 14 hours

b

7
10

b

7
210

b

5 12 hours

c

4 18 ( 98 )

c

5 18

Step 4

d

5 1
10 ( 2 )

d

5
210
(2 12 )

e

3 1
6 (2)

e

1 36 ( 1 12 )

f

1
8

f

3 18

Top row: 5 18
Middle row: 3 38 and
7
1
8 Bottom row: 4 4
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A moley mass!
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A moley mass!
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Choose a game to play.

You need:

Game 1: Mole marathon

1 counter per player
(1 colour per player)

How to play

Game 1: Mole marathon

Game 2: Tunnel troubles

The moles are digging a tunnel. Each starts with 750 g of
soil in their cart. This is a race to collect the greatest mass
of soil by the end of the game. Ask children to look at the
measurements shown and discuss what they may have to
do as part of the game.

This is an adaptation of Mole Marathon and will require
players to subtract given masses of soil when a five or six is
rolled. Again it is a race to collect the greatest mass of soil
by the end of the game.

Maths focus
• Addition and subtraction of mass using decimals up to
three decimal places

Resources

Maths focus
• Addition and subtraction of mass using decimals up to
three decimal places

Resources

1 counter per player (1 colour per player), 1-6 dice (1), calculator.

1 counter per player (1 colour per player), 1-6 dice (1),
calculator.

How to play

How to play

This game can be played in pairs or in small groups so
children can discuss calculations. Players take it in turns to
roll the dice and move on this number of spaces. They collect
the mass of soil shown where their counter lands, converting
as necessary to add it to the mass of soil already in their cart.
Children should be encouraged to estimate first and
consider a mental method. The game also requires them
to use a calculator to check each other’s calculations.
The winner is the mole who finishes the game with the
greatest mass of soil in their cart.

Making it easier
Play in groups so a player has a partner to work with. The
game could be adapted by changing any masses that are
shown to three decimal places to only one or two places.
Players could also convert all the kilogram masses
to grams before they start. This would mean that all
calculations can be completed using whole numbers.

Making it harder
Introduce two dice so that children make decisions about
which number to use, e.g. at the beginning of the game,
are they better choosing a three or a six? The six moves
them further around the board, the three results in
collecting more soil.
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1–6 dice
• Place your counters on Start. You start with
calculator
750 g of soil in your cart.
• Take it in turns to roll the dice and move your counter
this number of spaces.
• Collect the mass of soil shown where your counter lands, converting it if you need
to and add it to the mass of soil already in your cart.
• Use a calculator to check each other’s calculations.
• The winner is the player who ﬁnishes the game with the greatest mass of soil in
their cart.

Game 2: Tunnel troubles

Again, children could work with a partner to discuss
strategies or the game could be adapted as suggested for
Mole Marathon.

Making it harder

1 counter per player
(1 colour per player)

How to play
• Follow the same rules as Game 1: Mole Marathon.
• This time you must subtract 0.75 kg of soil when you
roll a 5 and subtract 825 g of soil when you roll a 6.

This game is an adaptation of Game 1 but this time will
involve more subtractions as rolling a five results in
subtracting 0.75 kg and rolling a six means that 825 g
should be subtracted.

Making it easier

You need:
1–6 dice
calculator

Game 3: Your game
•
•
•
•

Make up your own game using the gameboard.
What are the rules to your game? Explain them to a someone.
How could you make it easier or harder?
Will your game involve adding or subtracting the masses?

Change the aim of the game so that the winner is the mole
who has the least soil at the end of the game. Introduce
two dice so that children can make decisions about which
number to use so that they drop more soil or only collect
smaller masses along the way.

Game 3: Your game
Children should invent their own game designing rules that
use the concepts covered in the unit. Challenge children to
make their game easier or harder.
Please help your child by reading the instructions and
playing the game together.
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And ﬁnally …

T

Assessment task 1

Assessment task 3

Resources

Resources

Pencil and paper or a whiteboard.

Pencil and paper or a whiteboard.

Running the task

Running the task

Listen to groups of children discuss the statement and
suggest different mental strategies that can be used.
Encourage them to spot number bonds or identify
calculations where it may be easier to use the finding the
difference strategy for subtraction, e.g.:

This task will help to assess both fluency and problem
solving skills. Ask children to suggest what they need to
do to solve the problem. Discuss their initial thoughts
as a class and use questioning to ensure that children
are thinking about efficient strategies. Look for children
who simply identify the amount of water in Container B
on Friday and assume that this is the greatest difference
because it is 0.975 litres as opposed to 0.925 litres. You
could later discuss how the question would need to
change so this was the case.

+ 1722

+ 20
9980

10 000

11 722

Look for those who immediately recognise that they will
need to convert between units of measurement for all
calculations. Encourage them to consider all the different
strategies that would be efficient here and look for
those who recognise a good opportunity to round and
adjust, which is a strategy that has been used in previous
units. Ask them to explain why these methods are more
efficient than the formal written method for many of the
calculations here, but why the last calculation would best
be solved using the written method.

Children should complete the task independently, using an
efficient mental or written calculation strategy. Be aware
that if any children require the use of concrete apparatus,
they will not be showing mastery.

Evidencing mastery
Children who recognise that they will need to calculate the
difference for both containers and not just look at the final
amounts show an understanding of comparison and how
subtraction can be used to solve the problem. Children
demonstrating mastery will fluently apply knowledge
of place value to calculate with decimals up to three
decimal places, or use conversion to show each capacity in
millilitres so that the calculations can be carried out using
whole numbers.

Look for those who appropriately choose to work in
grams/millilitres or kilograms/litres to avoid decimals or to
avoid much larger whole numbers.

Evidencing mastery
If children are able to do this easily and explain what they
are doing, they have a good understanding of different
mental calculation strategies and when to use them. Look
for those than refer to the proximity of numbers when
making a decision about a finding the difference method.

Did you know?

Look for those who use place value to fluently convert
grams to kilograms and vice versa, or millilitres to litres and
vice versa.

Concepts mastered

Assessment task 2
Resources
Pencil and paper or a whiteboard, fraction bars.

Running the task
This is a more open task where children are required to
estimate and reason about different sums that can be made
from the mixed numbers or improper fractions in the grid.
They could work with a partner to discuss possible solutions
and find a starting point. However, they must first identify the
value of the shaded part of the number line.
1

2

3

4

5

Children can also use fraction bars or make sketches to check
their thinking, especially when later making up subtractions
using their own numbers.
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Encourage them to convince you or their peers of their
solutions using mathematical language and reasoning,
e.g. 54 is equivalent to 1 14 and I know that 12 and 14 is equal to 34
so 2 12 + 54 is 3 34 . This fraction is more than 3 12 and less than 4.

Evidencing mastery
Look for children who quickly recognise that the totals must
fit within a range of 3 12 to 4 12 on the number line. Children
who explain why certain pairs would not result in a total of
this size are showing how they can use estimates to help
make decisions and have a secure understanding of mixed
numbers. Look for those who fluently draw on knowledge of
equivalents to aid additions and use the fraction bar or other
representations to reason about or check a solution.

9 Children can make and explain their choices when
selecting a mental or written method of addition
and subtraction.

9 Children can fluently use equivalent fractions

so that all parts of a calculation share the same
denominator.

Visit www.risingstars-uk.com/rsm
to access all of the digital
resources for this unit!

Discuss with children how on 15th February 1971, the
UK introduced the decimal currency that is still used
today. A survey showed that 99% of businesses changed
to the new currency in just six weeks! However, the
changeover to other metric measurements did not go as
smoothly. Discuss how we still use pints, feet, inches and
miles today and ask children if their weighing scales at
home show pounds and ounces. Explain that these are
called Imperial measurements and that, while the metric
system makes in very easy to convert between units of
measurement using place value, conversion between
units of Imperial measurement is not quite as easy. Talk
about how calculating with times is also challenging
because we to remember lots of different information.
Children need to know why the metric system came
about (a practical business decision) and how the
uniformity using tens, hundreds and thousands makes
it easier to convert between different units. They should
understand that calculations should be completed when
the measurements are shown in the same unit.
This is also true for time, but children should recognise
that time does not use a metric system to relate one unit
of measurement to the next.
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Adding and subtracting
measurements
3.21 litres
3.7 litres

1.140 litres
4.239 litres

Year
S5AUnit 11
M 61
Homework

PL

You need:

EU

pencil and paper
measuring jug
cups

2.64 litres
1.71 litres

• Make up some additions using these numbers.
• Find out which addition makes a total nearest to 5 litres.
• Now ﬁnd out how many subtractions you can make with
an answer of 1.5 litres.
• Do all the cups in your house hold the
same amount of liquid?
• Measure their capacities to ﬁnd out.

Which cup
holds the
most?

Please help your child by reading the
instructions and doing the activity together.

11a
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Year 5 Unit 11
Homework 62

Slush machines

You need:

The Slush Company provides slush drinks machines
for parties and events.

pencil and paper

Each machine is ﬁlled with 10 litres of liquid.
This liquid expands by 20% when it is frozen,
making even more to drink!
The cups are provided with the machine.
Each one holds 200 millilitres of slush.
• How many cups of slush can 1 machine ﬁll?

Go to
www.risingstars-uk.com/rsm
to find out more!

• Milly is having a party and inviting 180 guests.
She wants to give everyone 1 drink.
How many machines must Milly hire?
• Josef is having 72 guests to his party.
He wants everyone to have 2 drinks.
How many millilitres of slush will Josef need? How many machines
will he need? Will there be any slush left over? How much?

222

Please help your child by reading the
instructions and doing the activity together.
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